Abstract—This paper discusses about the strategy of politeness for FTA (face-threatening act) receiver in facing and responding ‘face-threatening act’ addressed to them. This article is resumed from research result to speech act of KBJ VI participants. It is known that the speech act of KBJ VI participants were various. Some of them expressed FTA performed by presenters, moderators, or audients. FTA is an impropriate utterance to be potentially making the receiver feel ashamed and dislike, therefore it is potentially to raise anger for receiver. This problem formulation is how is the reaction of FTA receiver in facing and responding FTA that shame on them. The method of the research is conducted by recording, writing, classifying, choosing. The data collection is conducted by recording and noting participants’ entire speech act of KBJ VI, particularly the discussion in the seminar. The result of the recording and noting is then classified between discussion that contains FTA and not contains. Then, the discussion is classified into speech act which potentially contains FTA. The classification is then reviewed to the FTA receiver reaction in responding FTA. The result shows that the reaction of FTA receiver in facing and responding FTA are various. Some of them are responding with laughing and joking to admit their fault. Some others are silent without reaction as if careless. Some others express low profile respond. Various reactions are more likely as a strategy of politeness from the FTA receivers in keeping harmony and peace to avoid potential conflict. It is similar to the Javanese proverbs “ngono ya ngono. ning aja ngono” (to behave as what should behave).
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I. INTRODUCTION

FTA (face threatening act) is “action to threat face”. “Face” according to Brown and Levinson (1988:61) as originated from Goffman idea (1976) from English people terms, something related to ideas about the existence of ashamed feeling or humiliated or ‘lost face’. Brown and Levinson define ‘face’ as public self-character as expected by everybody. Dealing with it Brown and Levinson differentiate face into two aspects, that is negative face’ and ‘positive face’. In politeness principle, something considered as “Face threatening act” is “speech act”, the speech act that has impact to stimulate ashamed for speech partner.

Konggres Bahasa Jawa VI (KBJ VI) is the place for meeting of practices and Javanese language lovers to discuss anything about the existence of Javanese language nowadays and the probable of its life in future. KBJ VI is the program for the stake holder dealing with the existence of Javanese language performed by distinguished people who are competent in Javanese culture, particularly in Javanese language.

As we know, that Javanese language is not only a communication means, but also the means in portraying situation of familiarities and politeness of the speakers. Javanese language is language that is full of ethic, values of politeness. Material of Javanese language is differentiated in gradation of class level that portrays the regulation of values of Javanese politeness.
Javanese language does not only function as communication means, but also as parameter of mastering level of politeness of its speakers.

Nevertheless, in KBJ VI program, there was impolite action or utterance spoken by some participants in the program that impact to stimulate FTA for the receivers. Dealing with that, this research formulates the problem as 1) how is the reaction of FTA receivers, 2) how is the strategy of politeness applied by the FTA receivers in facing the FTA doers.

This research aims to 1) reveal the reaction of the FTA receivers that make them ashamed, 2) presenting strategy illustration of politeness as applied by FTA receivers in responding the FTA doers to them.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

According to Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia (1995:878), word ‘kesantunan’ (politeness) is originated from the word ‘santun’ which means 1) soft and good (good in language and attitude); polite, patient, and calm, 2) full of loving; helpful. Dealing with the word ‘kesantunan’ can be translated as softness and polite in speaking and manner; about politeness, patient and calm; about loving and helpful.

The aim of politeness is to keep social relationship harmoniously (Cruse, 2000:362; in Gunarwan, 2007:164). Cruse states that for the sake of politeness in speaking we need to choose the expression with the minimal potential for the partner to lose their faces. In the politeness principle, speaking is not just speaking but also choosing strategy mainly in maintain speaking partner’s face, avoiding the action of speaking which threaten face or humiliate the speaking partner, so that the partner feel to lost their faces (Brown and Levinson 1987: 61; in Yan Huang, 2007:116).


This research refers to the politeness theory by Brown and Levinson about ‘face-saving’ (penutup malu). There are two face aspects, ‘positive face’ and ‘negative face’. ‘positive face’ is something which portrays willingness of individual to be accepted and liked by others. Politeness orientation to keep positive face of the others is shown when someone tends to choose speaking strategy to express solidarity feeling to the partner of speaking, delivering that the speaker and partner are in the co-operator and the speaker aims to satisfy the speaking partner (Brown and Levinson 1987: 101-29).

Negative face refers to individual to free his action out of others distinction. Positive politeness orientates to the maintain negative face to speaking partner that appears when someone tends to have speaking strategy to press his self-defensive of speaking partner. Actions potential to threat positive face such as expression of calling down, accusation, critic, disagreement, and humiliation.

Action to threat negative face such as advice, order, asking, suggestion, and warning. Action to threat positive and negative faces such as complain, interruption, and threatening.

Speaker can threaten his own face if he does an action to receive compliment, thank you, and confession. Action which threatens face of speaking partner is action like giving advice, reminding, and strong emotion. It really threatens face of the preferred speaking partner (Brown and Levinson 1987: 67-8).

Researches about politeness have been conducted by previous researchers, such as, Asim Gunarwan (2008), Sumarlam (1994), Anat Zajdman (1994), Bavelas, J. et.al. (2017), Gil, J.M. (2012), Kienpointner, M. (1997), and Maria Sifianou (2012). Nevertheless, the research about politeness strategy from FTA receivers, particularly performed by KBJ VI participants has not been conducted yet.

III. METHOD

This is a qualitative research. Data collecting technique is conducted by observing and collecting document, covers speech act that potentially threat the face of speaking partner and reaction and politeness strategy as conducted by the FTA receiver in responding FTA that embarrassing them. This research is conducted in natural setting as what it is without manipulation.

Sample choice uses purposive sampling, so that numbers of sample is not considered important, when the important data has been represented. Data in the research is speech act performed by KBJ VI participants that is organized in Yogyakarta on 8-12 November 2016, particularly about reaction and strategy of politeness as implemented by the FTA receivers to FTA they received.
Data source is obtained from the formal speaking or formal discussion during the program of KBJ VI, occurred in the seminar, either the speech act of master of ceremony, moderator, speakers, or audient. Method and technique of data providing use recording, noting, and listening.

Method and data classification technique is conducted by grouping and choosing all of speech act as reaction and strategy of FTA receiver to FTA that embarrassing him. From all of the data, then it is chosen some data sample which then analyzed to find conclusion of the research. The method and data validation technique is conducted by returning the data to its context.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In the research it was found 5 contexts of dialogues containing FTA, either performed by moderator, speakers, or audient that is directly or indirectly influence to the appearing of embarrassing for the receivers.

FTA context occurs between moderator (P1) and Speakers (M1). In that context the speakers are wrong in mentioning name of year in Javanese language. Year 1928 in Javanese language should be said sewu sangangatus wolulikur, but by the speaker it was said sewu sangangatus kalihdasa wolu. The mistake was then criticized by moderator by mentioning the mistake many times and finally the speaker realizes his mistake and then laugh a lot by asking for apology. Action of FTA conducted by P1 is involved in positive face FTA category, that is critical expression to the misspelling by M1. While the conduct of M1 in responding FTA from P1 is strategy of politeness to maintain the positive face of P1.

FTA context II occurs between speaker (P2) and moderator and audient (M2). In the context P2 criticized theme of KBJ VI. According to P2, theme of KBJ VI “Basa Jawa Triwikrama” is not appropriate. In the case, M2 as the organizer and the idea maker only smile without words. FTA action as conducted by P2 is included in category of positive face FTA, that is calling down expression. In responding that thing, M2 reacts with smile without words in positive face. Here, the conduct of M2 in responding FTA from P2 is politeness strategy to maintain P2 positive face.

FTA context III occurs between (P3) speakers with young woman audient (M2). In this context, P3 asks M3 to move forward before him to receive gift of money Rp200.000 with the message to buy milk for her sons, for P3 needs milk. In this context, FTA action has been conducted including in FTA category of negative face by giving order to do by M3. In responding his, M3 reacts with smile without words by obeying what P3 ask. Here the conduct of M3 in responding FTA from P3 is strategy of politeness by maintaining positive face of P3.

FTA context IV occurs between moderator (P4) with the speaker (M4). In this context P4 gives comment the speaker action who says the materials using Javanese language in ngoko style, like Javanese in Suriname who only know Javanese language in ngoko style. The action conducted by P4 including positive face of FTA category, that is the comment of soft critics to the action of M4. In responding that thing, M4 reacts by smiling without words. The conduct of M4 in responding FTA from P4 is politeness strategy to maintain P4 positive face.

FTA context V occurs between P5 audient that consist of 5 people (P5.1, P5.2, P5.3, P5.4, P5.5) with speaker (M5). In the context P5 (P5.1, P5.2, P5.3, P5.4, P5.5) criticize the conduct of M5 who gives materials using Javanese language in ngoko style and the statement of M5 who states that Javanese language in krama style does not need to be preserved. Javanese language in krama style is considered old and irrelevant with the life of people nowadays, particularly people in Surabaya district.

FTA action of P5 is including in FTA category of positive and negative FTA. The positive face is conducted by P5.1 and P5.3 where both of them honestly disagree with the argumentation of M5. FTA negative face is conducted by P5.2, P5.3, P5.4, and P5.5. P5.2 by giving advice and suggestion to M5 to review his statements that Javanese language to be preserved is only Javanese language in ngoko style. According to P5.2, P5.3, P5.4, Javanese language, besides as communication means also the means of courtesy education, as implemented in the stratification of Javanese language as Javanese language of ngoko and krama style. If the Javanese language in krama style is forgotten, value of politeness in Javanese language will be forgotten as well. Therefore, the use of Javanese language has to be preserved by maintaining positive face FTA category, that is critical expression to the misspelling by M1. While the conduct of M1 in responding FTA from P1 is strategy of politeness to maintain the positive face of P1.

In responding that, M5 reacts with hard opposition that what has been stated is not modification, but facts on field. Here the conduct of M5 in responding FTA from P5 is strategy of politeness to maintain negative face. It can be seen that he takes attitude to defend himself in his attitude that does not want to be defined by others. On the other side, M5 also agrees some of the argumentation of P5, but he could not do that.

V. CONCLUSION

The result shows about politeness strategy of KBJ VI participants who receive FTA in responding FTA addressed to them are 4 people chose strategy of speaker of positive face politeness, namely: M1 to P1, M2 to P2, M3 to P3, and M4 to P4. They tend to choose cooperative attitude with the speakers who sent FTA to them. Among them, there are who respond with fun and laugh, or
smiling without words. Except M5 in responding FTA as given by P5 that consist of 5 people. He responded using politeness negative face politeness strategy.
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